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Note from the CEO

Voice of Regulators

A

s a CEO in a well-regulated industry, it is a straightforward path to
respect the utility of authority, guidance, standards, laws, and penalties.
Complex systems function more crisply when rules and expectations
are clear to all, and all are equally clear on what is required of them. It is with
great pride I outline our increased coverage of this landscape now, but also
extending well into 2023.
A strong series of articles called “FDA Voices” will have a bi-monthly
cadence next year. This series will cover core topics FDA staff are prioritizing. This series provides unique input from the front ranks of FDA and is
eye catching content and analysis. We plan to start the series with a bonus
early installment in our December issue around “distributed and point of
care manufacturing” from FDA’s perspective.
Well underway already has been another new series of articles surrounding “Pharmaceutical Quality Systems and Post-Approval Changes.” This series of papers, from One-Voice-of-Quality for Post-Approval Changes (1VQ
for PAC), sponsored by the Chief Quality Officers of the largest pharma
companies, maintains that manufacturers should be allowed to manage
some post-approval changes themselves in their pharmaceutical quality
system (PQS) only, and without prior approval when they can demonstrate
to regulators product and process knowledge as well as an effective PQS. A
perspective from a very different angle and lens.
Most unusually, I’d like to take this opportunity to alert every company
to our exclusive Quality Management Maturity (QMM) series. Yet another
distinct voice and perspective, this time from Somnath Mishra, president,
Shabas Solutions LLC. Mishra and team ran one of two FDA QMM pilot
programs. Shabas ran the overseas pilot. In December 2022, the first article will introduce QMM from a practitioner’s standpoint, and educate the
industry about its many benefits, and affirm that quality maturity models
are nothing new per se. This article will set the tone for subsequent articles
where elaboration on practical guidance on QMM adoption at sites, and
then on selected topics related to QMM implementation/adoption. Without
question this invaluable series will encourage industry to begin plans on
how to achieve great grades when it comes to QMM.

Mike Hennessy Jr

President and CEO
MJH Life Sciences®
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from the editor

Conference Time
Brings Gifts
Chris Spivey

C

ontent is king in publishing, but interpretation
is imperator. Marie Brown, group vice president at
Chris Spivey is
RX (organizers of the INTERPHEX conference)
editorial director of
recognized this fact when underlining the new Pharmaceutical Technology.
relationship between INTERPHEX and the American Association of
Pharmaceutical Scientists (AAPS) saying, “We are excited that AAPS will
elevate and expand the content to attract and satisfy the educational needs
of research scientists and provide that important link between science and
commercialization” (1). The skill to knit together coherent and actionable
messages from disparate data inputs is what sets a premium on great interpretation over great content alone. As if to embody this very message, Annette
Bak, head of drug delivery at AstraZeneca, modeled a splendid T shirt at
the 2022 AAPS PharmSci 360 conference that said a researcher is “an expert
at identifying, collecting, generating, interpreting, and analyzing data…”
The point being that while its truly wonderful to see, touch, and admire
a vast ocean of sophisticated tools, reagents, instruments, and packaging
machinery, it is far better to hear and understand why each advance or twist
in engineering makes a sizable difference on next process steps, on required
resources (including time), and eventually, and on how all this matters to
the biology of a patient.
Context and alternative choice matters. In this edition, we have a superb
example from Cynthia Challenger’s article on “Excipients for Solubility Enhancement of Parenteral Formulations” (see page 20). Without getting lured
too far down the rabbit hole, structural differences in lipid nanoparticles
versus polymeric micelles makes for a range of applications where one alternates as preferred method over the other. The whys and wherefores are
provided. Further, the rational for rediscovery of cyclodextrins is discussed.
The task of relating what is happening is simple and useful. But the utility
of hearing what is driving choice, and what alternate strategies are effective,
is a value beyond reckoning. This is why conference season is so valuable, and
why as much as can be crystalized and distilled into print is the mission of the
publisher’s role. As always, we hope you will share what you have learned also.

Reference

1. J. Davis, AAPS Media Advisory, Oct. 19, 2022. PT
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PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT

3000-Gallon
Multi-Shaft Mixers

Microbubble-Enabled
Isolation Kit

ROSS VersaMix Multi-Shaft Mixers
are designed for processing
medium-to-high viscosity
applications up to several hundred
thousand centipoise; this includes
thick slurries, pastes, gels, and
suspensions. Pictured are the
30 0 0 -gallon VersaMix Model
VM-3000 equipped with a custom combination of three agitators, each
driven by a 60 HP TEFC inverter-duty motor. The three-wing anchor and
two screw augers are independently controlled with variable speeds for
efficient batch turnover at every ingredient addition and mixing stage.
These vacuum-rated VMC-3000’s are operated from an independent
touchscreen control panel. The mixers also feature stainless-steel
type 304 dimpled, dual-zone jackets, which are designed for 100
psig at 200°F. VersaMix models range from laboratory- to large-scale
capacities of up to 4000 gallons.

Akadeum Life Sciences’ Microbubble
Leukopak Human T-Cell Isolation kit
is a research-use-only kit developed
to address various biological and
workflow challenges in large-volume
cell separation workflows. The kit uses
a technology combining microbubbles
with a buoyancy-activated cell sorting
separation tube to produce nearly two leukopaks,which are blood bags
containing billions of white blood cells, in one hour.
Akadeum’s patented microbubble technology uses low-density
particles to float targeted cells to the top of a sample. In addition to
reducing the time necessary to produce leukopaks, the technology
is also designed to promote the health and physiolog y of the
cells, allow for minimal handling, increase throughput, and enable less
pre-processing.

Charles Ross & Son Company
www.mixers.com

High Purity TPE Tubing
Freudenberg Medical’s HeliFlex is a high
purity thermoplastic elastomer (TPE) tubing
that is intended for biopharmaceutical
fluid transfer applications. To ensure
compatibility with various bioprocessing
applications, it can be heat-sealed to
allow for easy, fast, and safe fluid transport
and transfer.
The tubing is offered with various sterilization options, including
autoclave, gamma irradiation, x-ray, and e-beam. It is weldable,
sealable, translucent, and can be used in peristaltic pumping
applications. Additionally, unlike silicone, which is typically used for
single-use fluid transfer applications, TPE is recyclable.
Freudenberg Medical
www.freudenbergmedical.com

Akadeum Life Sciences
www.akadeum.com

Real-Time Water
Monitoring System
Evoqua’s Water Technologies Sophis digital services is a water
treatment service designed for the pharmaceutical industry. The
product uses smart technology, data analytics, engineering expertise,
and proactive service to manage the product life cycle for peak
performance, with the aim of ensuring reliable, high-purity water.
The service uses predictive analytics to reduce risk and provide
early identification of process anomalies—before they can impact
production—through non-stop remote monitoring of critical system
operating parameters, real-time data analytics, and service support.
Expert engineering analysis is used to determine corrective actions,
along with proactive service for on-site resolution. Evoqua subject
matter experts analyze operational system data on an ongoing basis to
promote optimal performance.
The service is currently available with Evoqua’s VRx and SDRx
pharmaceutical water systems. Both of these systems are designed
to produce and distribute compendial purified water and water for
injection in accordance with United States Pharmacpoeia, European
Pharmacopoeia, and Japanese Pharmacopoeia monographs.
Evoqua
www.evoqua.com
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regulatory watch

FDA User Fees Reauthorized
Jill Wechsler

A

s expected, Congress reauthorized four key user fee programs at the last moment, as
part of a must-pass measure to fund
the federal government for another two
months. The Continuing Resolution
(CR) signed on Sept. 30, 2022 averted
a federal government shutdown by
extending the October 1, deadline for
approving a federal spending plan for
fiscal year 2023 to Dec. 16, 2022—after
the mid-term elections in hopes that
this will enable the legislators to reach
a viable budget compromise.
The CR reauthorizes fees for drugs
(Prescription Drug User Fee Amendments [PDUFA]), generic drugs (Generic Drug User Fee Amendments
[GDUFA]), biosimilars (Biosimilar
User Fee Amendments [BsUFA]), and
medical devices (Medical Device User
Fee Amendments [MDUFA]) for the
next five years, 2023–2028. In confirming FDA’s authority to collect
fees from manufacturers, the agency
avoids having to notify thousands of
fee-supported staffers of looming layoffs. That prospect already had eroded
agency morale and undermined efforts
to recruit and hire needed staffers, as
FDA struggled for months to maintain
and expand its professional workforce
during the added hardships imposed
by the pandemic and in a very competitive labor market.

Jill Wechsler
is Pharmaceutical
Technology’s
Washington editor,
jillwechsler7@gmail.com.
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Medical product user fees generate
some $2 billion in agency revenues, approximately 40% of FDA’s non-tobacco
budget. While Congressional leaders
on both sides of the aisle support this
program to bolster key agency operations and innovations, the broader
political debate over escalating government spending generated concerns
about new fee-supported initiatives
that extend the agency’s authority.

FDA officials,
manufacturers, and
research advocates
gave a loud sigh
of relief following
the Congressional
action.
Even so, FDA officials, manufacturers, and research advocates gave a loud
sigh of relief following the Congressional action. Commissioner Robert
Califf praised the user fee reauthorization measure, while thanking agency
staffers for their diligence in engaging
in this “prolonged, demanding and, at
times, frustrating process.” He noted
that the bill avoids “a devastating impact” on FDA’s ability to carry out its
“independent and transparent review
of medical products.”

New initiatives

Califf added that FDA is committed
to working with Congress to enact
additional policy changes to benefit
P h a r mTe c h . c o m

public health, but for now, is moving fast to implement multiple new
fee-supported policies and programs.
Similarly, Patrizia Cavazzoni, director of the Center for Drug Evaluation
and Research (CDER), praised the
new fee programs for supporting
CDER’s commitment to monitoring
the safety of marketed products, protecting patients in clinical trials, and
facilitating review of treatments for
life-threatening diseases.
In an effort to make up for lost time
in meeting tight deadlines for implementing new PDUFA-backed initiatives,
FDA quickly posted a new webpage
outlining criteria for manufacturers to
participate in the new Split Real Time
Application Review (STAR) program
to accelerate patient access to critical
therapies. The pilot aims to shorten the
review time for efficacy supplements to
approved drugs and biologics through
earlier review of certain submissions
before clinical study reports are final
(1). FDA also provided information on
a new Rare Disease Endpoint Advancement (RDEA) pilot to develop novel efficacy endpoints for critical treatments
(2). Still to come are multiple new
policies described in the PDUFA VII
commitment letter (3).
Enhancements in GDUFA III aim to
reduce the number of assessment cycles
for generics, support the development
and approval of complex generics, and
help manufacturers resolve quality
issues more quickly. First off the line
are new draft guidance documents on
assigning review goal dates based on a
manufacturing facility’s readiness for
inspection (4) and on early assessment
of APIs to speed application review (5).

W.SCOTT MCGILL - STOCK.ADOBE.COM

FDA keeps its user fees but fails to gain important reforms.

Regulatory Watch
There’s new guidance on expediting
development of “competitive” generic
therapies and on policies for reviewing
complex generic products (6). More information on GDUFA III is available
on FDA’s website (7).
And for biosimilars, BsUFA III priorities involve expediting the review
of certain supplements and launching
a new regulatory science program to
advance biosimilars and interchangeable products, already posted in a new
FDA webpage outlining new pilots to
improve the efficiency of biosimilar
development and for interchangeable
products (8). Further program revisions are listed in the BsUFA commitment letter (9).

and the regulation of artificial intelligence based medical devices. Advocates for developing critical new
antibiotics back the PASTEUR Act to
establish a new funding mechanism to
support the development and proper
utilization of drugs to fight resistant
diseases. There is bi-partisan support
for this “subscription” model for new
cures, but its estimated cost of $11 billion over 10 years makes it a hard sell.
In past user fee reauthorization
campaigns, a deadline to prevent fee
expiration encouraged legislators to
slip numerous pet proposals into this
must-pass legislation. All parties recognized that this year would be much
trickier, with a sharply divided Congress heading into mid-term elections
and generally unwilling to agree on
Moving forward
much
in the policy arena. This shortThe “skinny” user fee reauthorization
term
budget
agreement avoids a govdropped multiple high-profile proposernment
shutdown
and funding crials for revising how FDA regulates in
sis
at
FDA,
but
it
dims
prospects for
vitro diagnostics, dietary supplements,
enacting
innovative,
controversial
or
and cosmetics, as well as the agency’s
complex
new
measures.
accelerated drug approval program
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Cover Story: Processing Equipment Trends

Streamlining Equipment
Quality and Flexibility
Data analytics, modular equipment,
digital tools, and risk-based validation
improve speed, flexibility, and quality.

M

any areas of pharmaceutical
and biopharmaceutical manufacturing—solid-dosage drugs,
vaccines, cell and gene therapies, viral
vectors, and others—are facing demands for faster time-to-market and
the ability to have more flexibility, with
faster changeovers from one product to
the next, to match the shift to smaller
batch sizes for more personalized medicine. Advances in equipment and
data analytics technologies, along with
digital tools and risk-based methods
for qualification and validation of
equipment and processes, are helping
meet this need for speed.
Data-driven, connected equipment
“Industry 4.0” technologies, which collect
large volumes of data from sensors inJennifer Markarian
is freelance manufacturing reporter
for Pharmaceutical Technology.
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stalled on equipment and use these data
in data analytics software to optimize
equipment and processes, continue to
penetrate pharma manufacturing. Equipment and facility control systems can be
designed for connection using standard
protocols, providing better communication between control systems.
“The module type package (MTP)
communication standard provides a
framework of standardized connectivity between OEM [original equipment
manufacturer] equipment and centralized control systems to streamline connectivity and interoperability,” says Michalle Adkins, director of life sciences
consulting at Emerson. “For example,
it can be used to enable much easier
integration between a programmable
logic controller used to control OEM
equipment, such as a deionized water
skid, and a distributed control system.”
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Easier integration enables flexible manufacturing. “Operations teams can
use MTP to unlock modularity, using
different equipment on demand, with
MTP automating and simplifying the
integration process,” says Adkins. “And
users of these OEM packages can tie
multiple systems together without the
need to re-engineer solutions, making
new equipment less costly to install,
validate, and maintain.”
“Plug-and-produce initiatives are
driving towards increased data availability and accessibility, where data
is interfaced and contextualized in a
smarter way to embrace data integrity
and analytics,” says Petter Mörée, managing director for EMEA and industry
principal for Life Sciences and Pharmaceuticals at Seeq. Data analytics
enable predictive or condition-based
maintenance, which improves equipment reliability by reducing unplanned
downtime. Data analytics also drive
improved time-to-market, quality, and
product and equipment availability,
continues Mörée. Digital asset models
(sometimes called digital twins) can
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be used to monitor and predict equipment functions, so that overall equipment efficiency in the facility can be
improved. For example, a model of
process chromatography can be used
to predict when a chromatography column needs to be repacked.
More data and their analysis lead to
increased knowledge and improved risk
assessment. Use of data analytics, along
with first principles, prior experience,
and risk assessment, enhances the ability
of process experts to improve operations
and to perform qualification and continued process verification, adds Mörée.

More data and
their analysis
lead to increased
knowledge and
improved risk
assessment.
Digital tools speed qualification

When travel was restricted during the
pandemic, many equipment vendors
and users pivoted to using video and web
conferencing tools for activities such as
factory acceptance testing (FAT). Companies are continuing their use of remote
FAT even when travel is possible because
it speeds qualification and eliminates duplication, for various types of equipment,
including the automation systems.
“Instead of testing systems at the supplier’s site and then testing again when
equipment is installed at the plant, teams
are eliminating duplicate work by using
cloud-based FAT tools to remotely connect to equipment at the supplier, run
tests using the actual system configuration, and generate documentation,” says
Adkins. “Once testing is complete and
equipment is on site, the team can use
those same cloud tools to move the configuration from the development system
to the production system.”
In addition, simulation technologies,
such as digital twins and augmented
reality, are being successfully used to
18
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speed timelines for equipment installation and counteract the effect of long
lead times and supply-chain delays, contends Adkins. “Fit-for-purpose simulations allow engineers to test before the
equipment is installed, and operators
to train as though they were working
with real equipment. Using these tools,
teams can ensure their processes work
properly and their people are ready
even as they wait for equipment to arrive, taking training and testing off the
critical path,” she explains. “Emerson
customers are often surprised by the
amount of time they save by using cloud
technologies and simulation to support
some of their qualification steps remotely. The ability to perform stages in
parallel not only saves time, but it also
contributes to lower costs by addressing
problems earlier in the project, bringing
new manufacturing lines online more
quickly, while eliminating waste.”
Digital tools also save time by eliminating the time-consuming aspects
of paperwork associated with input/
output (I/O) designs and verification
of connection testing. Modern control
systems provide flexibility with automated “I/O on demand,” emphasizes
Adkins. “These systems typically have
interchangeable terminal blocks installed in the field and are connected
to the control system via a single
Ethernet cable. I/O is automatically
mapped to the control system and field
wiring of any signal type can be terminated on any I/O module. This
simplifies wiring documentation and
eliminates hundreds of hours labeling
wire terminations and verifying cabinet
drawings. Teams can move right to loop
testing without spending significant
amounts of time on documentation
and testing because complex wiring and
mapping are eliminated.”
Class-based systems can streamline
validation of equipment. In automation
systems, class-based control creates unit
classes containing all the operations associated with a single unit, says Adkins.
“Teams test the class-based unit once,
and then only need to test any minor
differences among units, instead of testing each unit individually,” she explains.
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OEM equipment with integrated
control systems can also reduce validation requirements. “Commercial
off-the-shelf (COTS) control systems
that are integrated using libraries of
firmware-based objects are generally
considered to be a configured product,
rather than a solution based on custom
code,” says John Hatzis, life sciences
industry consultant at Rockwell Automation. “More OEM equipment is being
built with COTS control systems as a
standard offering. This reduces the validation scope of the producer since the
process control comes validation ready
from the OEM. Producers can get a bioreactor installed, commissioned, and
validated for use in production in as little as six months. This OEM equipment
is designed to fit into several processes
with minimal reconfiguration.”

The industry has
been increasingly
moving toward
risk assessment
and risk
management in
validation.
Risk-based validation

The industry has been increasingly
moving toward risk assessment and risk
management in validation, directed by
International Council for Harmonisation (ICH) guidelines and, specifically
for equipment, ASTM E2500 (1). Recent
International Society for Pharmaceutical Engineering (ISPE) good practice
guides, such as the second edition of
the Good Engineering Practice Guide
(2) and the second edition of the Commissioning and Qualification baseline
guide (3), for example, include risk
management concepts.
“Recent regulatory changes focus
on an increasing practice of risk assessment and risk management while
reducing reliance on strictly worded

guidance for any given topic,” suggests
Moria Feighery-Ross, senior validation
engineer at Pharmatech Associates. The
new revision to the European Union’s
Annex 1 (4), for example, “…demonstrates a reduction in prescriptive practices and an increased emphasis on risk
assessment and sound scientific justification for how subjects are addressed
throughout an organization’s quality
management system,” she says.
Protocol templates that use a onesize-fits-all approach and don’t consider risk should be avoided, says
Feighery-Ross. “For example, not every
HVAC [heating, ventilation, and air
conditioning] system is the same. Single-use aseptic processes are frequently
performed in isolators and closed cartridge systems that reduce the reliance
on the environmental quality. Therefore, HVAC in a facility with closed
systems, [such as a personalized cell
and gene therapy facility], should not
be qualified using a template designed
for an oral solid dose facility that uses
open processing,” she explains.

Manufacturing expansion
puts demands on validation

One example of an area that has benefited from risk-based validation is viral
vector manufacturing. Manufacturers
have been expanding viral vector production capacity to meet the industry’s
needs that have been driven by rapid
growth in cell and gene therapies and
in use of viral vectors for large-scale
vaccine production (5). Subsequently,
the need for commissioning and validation of new or renovated manufacturing facilities has also increased, says
Wai Wong, vice-president of validation
at Pharmatech Associates.
Viral vector facilities typically use
lab-scale equipment because batches
are smaller in size, scaling out to multiple lines, he explains. Utility requirements are often less complex compared
to traditional pharma or biopharma
facilities. “Requirements for process
gasses and purif ied water or water-for-injection are minimal, so many
companies can rely upon bottled water
rather than implementing skid-based

utility systems,” says Wong. With these
differences, validation should also be
different. “Validating this new type of
facility requires a nimble and flexible
approach,” says Wong. At the same
time, there have been diminishing resources of personnel, equipment, and
raw materials. “Moving to a risk-based
approach to validation based on critical quality attributes for the facility,
utilities, and equipment is essential to
meet demand,” he concludes.
“The trend toward risk-based validation reduces the CQV [commissioning,
qualification, and validation] burden
as requirements are based on specific
attributes for the product rather than a
broad brushstroke of requirements that
apply to all types of facilities, systems,
and utilities,” says Wong. “Risk-based
validation allows us to focus our qualification activities on areas that provide
the most impact to product quality
rather than on unnecessary tests that
are unlikely to affect critical attributes.”

Risk-based
approaches can
also be used
in changeover
between products
in an existing
facility.
Fast start-up of flexible production

Flexibility is crucial for contract development and manufacturing organizations (CDMOs) because they must accommodate a wide variety of products
and processes. “A significant aspect of
flexibility within an operation such as
Catalent is segregation and multi-unit
configuration, which allows multiple
products to be processed simultaneously, in the same facilities, and often
in the same production unit,” says
John Machulski, vice-president of
engineering, biologics, and gene therapy at Catalent. “An example would

be segregating formulation from filling, or the ability to handle multiple
product configurations [e.g., vials, syringes, or cartridges in various sizes]
in one filling area.”
Catalent was one of the winners of
ISPE’s 2022 Facility of the Year Social Impact Category for its Project
Mercury, which rapidly transformed
a shell space at its Bloomington, Ind.
manufacturing site into flexible vaccine manufacturing capacity during
the pandemic. Speed of validation
was crucial, because every day made
a difference in the ramp-up process to meet demand for COVID-19
vaccines and therapies, explains Machulski. Risk-based approaches, supported by documented risk analyses,
were a key aspect of making the validation process efficient. A second key
was leveraging prior work. The project
referenced activities performed earlier
in the project lifecycle (e.g., FAT and
site acceptance testing) in later qualification phases, to avoid the need for
repetition. A third key was using a
family approach to equipment validation, which leveraged the work done
on one piece of equipment in the validation of similar or identical equipment, again supported by risk analyses,
explains Machulski.
Risk-based approaches can also be
used in changeover between products
in an existing facility. “Family validation approaches allow quickly qualified changeovers, reducing down-time,
which, in turn, increases efficiency
and the contribution made by that
equipment,” concludes Machulski.
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are key factors affecting the solubility
of small-molecule APIs, adds Philipp
Heller, project manager innovation at
Evonik Health Care. He notes that some
peptide-based drugs can also suffer
from poor solubility depending on their
amino acid composition, while proteins
have solubility challenges as well.

High drug loadings

Cynthia A. Challener

High-concentration injectable
formulations present unique challenges.

P

oor solubility issues are often associated with small-molecule APIs
formulated for oral administration. Solubility is also important for
parenteral products as well. Injectable
products need to be free of particles
(foreign substances and active ingredients) and often are high-concentration
formulations, and both can be difficult
to achieve when drug substances have
poor water solubility. Special excipients
can help overcome these solubility problems. Top candidates include polymeric
micelles and lipid-based formulations.

Poor solubility is a general
issue in drug development

Solubility is a challenge that most newly
discovered drug candidates face, irrespective of the intended route of administration, according to Philip Schäfer,
Cynthia A. Challener, PhD
is contributing editor to
Pharmaceutical Technology.
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head of process and formulation materials at MilliporeSigma, the Life Science
business of Merck KGaA. In fact, approximately 40% of APIs on the market
and around 90% of those in development
are poorly water soluble (1).
“Today’s approach of target-oriented
high throughput screening aimed at
identifying more lipophilic compounds
combined with the trend towards larger
and more complex molecules both contribute to the development of APIs with
reduced solubility,” says Schäfer. More
specifically, during drug development,
explains Shreya Shah, associate director
of formulation services at LLS Health,
many molecular targets, such as drug/
enzyme binding sites, are hydrophobic.
“As like attracts like, the main structure
of candidate APIs is also often hydrophobic, making them poorly soluble in
aqueous media,” she observes.
Molecular weight, chemical structure, and chemical-group lipophilicity
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Excipients must
provide a shielding effect

Circumvention of the blood-brain barrier
with parenteral formulations also means
that excipients used in these formulations
must meet high quality requirements
with respect to bioburden, endotoxin
levels, etc. “Due to this fact,” Schäfer says,
“not all types of excipients that may increase solubility are also suitable for parenteral administration.”
In addition, because many parenteral
formulations are high-concentration
products, there are challenges to increasing solubility with the limited amounts
of excipient that can be used, according
to Heller. “For each specific API, the hydrophilicity and hydrophobicity of an
excipient or excipient mixtures must be
balanced to achieve high loading efficiency and formulation stability, while at
the same time ensuring efficient release
of the API from the formulation,” he re-
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Excipients for Solubility
Enhancement of
Parenteral Formulations

Solubility is important not just for orally
administered drugs; it is also essential for
parenteral formulations because these
product solutions must be particle-free,
Schäfer notes. That must be achieved
even for high-concentration products—a
growing formulation trend, which further
increases the need for high solubility.
“There are several strategies used to improve the solubility of hydrophobic compounds and each has its limitations. Safety
is always a key concern in the formulation
of novel therapeutics, but it is even more
crucial for parenteral formulations that
bypass the gastrointestinal tract and are
delivered directly to receptor sites via the
bloodstream. Therefore, not all strategies
are practical, especially when formulators
are trying to achieve high drug loading,
for example, to reduce the frequency of
administration,” comments Shah.
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marks. The limited number of excipients
available for parenteral use only exacerbates this challenge.
For instance, Shah explains that
when surfactants or organic co-solvents
are used to increase solubility to enable
high drug loadings, toxicity issues and/
or immunogenic responses can occur.
Cyclodextrins and other excipients that
boost API solubility by forming inclusion complexes, a process that is governed by thermodynamics, also must
be used at high concentrations that can
cause excipient toxicity issues.
Physical modification such as particle-size reduction via nanomilling may
in some cases be an effective approach to
reducing the concentrations of excipients
required to enhance solubility, Shah adds.
She also notes that reduced excipient
concentrations may enable higher drug
loadings because the API remains in a
solid-liquid dispersion rather than being
solubilized in an aqueous solution.
In general, because poor water solubility is usually driven by the presence
of highly hydrophobic regions within
APIs, avoiding contact between these
hydrophobic areas and the aqueous environment within parenteral formulations has proven to be a potent measure
for increasing solubility, Schäfer observes.
“Many solubility-increasing excipients
consequently share the same mode of
action—a shielding effect of the hydrophobic areas,” he says. Examples include
silica carriers and polymeric micelles.
Amphiphilic excipients with both hydrophilic and hydrophobic moieties that
can be fine-tuned work best to enhance
the solubility of APIs in parenteral formulations, notes Heller. In addition to
polymeric micelles, he points to nanoparticle preparations and liposomal formulations as having been proven useful for the
solubilization of hydrophobic, small-molecule APIs. He adds, though, that higher
API loadings are typically achievable with
polymeric micelles and nanoparticles.
Generally, extensive experimental
screening is performed using a variety
of excipients to find the right match, according to Shah. For instance, if the API
is hydrophobic and the excipient is an
emulsifier, the API will sequester into
22
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the hydrophobic core of the emulsifier.
Indeed, she points out that excipients
with a hydrophobic group and sufficient
hydrophilicity to coexist in an aqueous
environment are effective emulsifiers and
useful solubilizing agents. Polysorbate 20
and polysorbate 80 are popular excipients
in the formulation of parenteral therapeutics. Polyethoxylated surfactants and
polyethylene glycols have also been evaluated regarding their ability to improve
solubility in these applications.
One overarching consideration for the
formulation of poorly soluble APIs for
parenteral administration, stresses Shah,
is that there is no one-size-fits-all excipient. “Studies are still ongoing that aim
to understand which API properties contribute to optimum interactions with different excipients,” she notes. Heller agrees.
“Excipients must be carefully chosen and
fine-tuned for each API.”

Encapsulating APIs
in polymeric micelles

Polymeric micelles work by encapsulating poorly water-soluble APIs within
their inner cores, thus shielding the
drug substances from the aqueous environment. They are attractive for several
reasons, notes Shah, including the fact
that polymeric excipients tend to have
fewer toxicity issues and are relatively
safe at higher concentrations compared
to small-chain surfactants. Many are also
biocompatible and formed from amino
acids or other building blocks that exist
within the human body.
According to Schäfer, they can be assembled from a variety of different polymer types, with the most popular choices
including polyethylene glycol, polyethylene oxide, stearic acid, and G-chitosan.
“All of these polymers have hydrophobic
regions that orient towards the cores of
the micelles and hydrophilic regions
that orient towards the external aqueous
medium,” he explains. The polymers exhibit self-assembly behavior triggered by
forces such as hydrophobic interactions,
electrostatic interactions, and complexation. The resulting micelles are typically
smaller than 100 nm in diameter.
Amphiphilic bioabsorbable diblock
copolymers such as poly(ethylene gly-
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col)-methyl ether-block poly(DL-lactide)
(mPEG-b-poly(DL-lactide) and poly(ethylene glycol)-methyl ether-block poly(DLlactide-co-glycolide) are commonly used,
according to Heller. When formulated
with these polymers, hydrophobic APIs
associate with the hydrophobic lactide/
glycolide polymer segments, while the
hydrophilic PEG polymer segments arrange themselves into the surrounding
aqueous environment.
“Micelles or nanoparticles are formed
based on the molecular weight of the
block copolymers,” Heller continues. In
the end, extremely small, high-surface
area nanomicelles or nanoparticles are
generated that are colloidally stabilized
by the outer hydrophilic polymer PEG
segments. The size and physical properties of polymeric micelles and nanoparticles improve API solubility and enhance
API exposure to patients, he comments.
Genexol PM (Samyang Holdings) is an
example of a recently introduced commercial paclitaxel product formulated
using 20- to 50-nm mPEG-b-poly(DLlactide polymeric micelles. It offers, according to Heller, sustained release over
48 hours with improved solubility and efficacy and reduced toxicity and hypersensitivity compared to more conventional
formulations containing surfactants.
“Polymeric micelles and polymeric
nanoparticles are attractive preparations
because they combine high loading efficiency, favorable pharmacokinetics
properties, and improved clinical efficacy,” Heller concludes. “We see future
potential for polymeric micelles
and polymer nanoparticles made
with biocompatible, bioabsorbable
mPEG-b-polylactide diblock copolymers,” he predicts. “These diblock copolymers are part of the class of lactide/
glycolide polyester functional excipients
that have a proven safety record as evidenced by the number of long-acting injectable products (60) and bioabsorbable
medical devices that have been on the
market for decades,” Heller explains.
Shah also sees polymeric micelles as
an exciting technological advancement
for parenteral formulations. In addition
to block co-polymers such as PEGylated
polylactic acids, PEGylated polyglycolic

acids, or even a combination of lactic and
glycolic acids, she finds that polaxamers,
or pluronics, have also been used for micelle formation and solubility enhancement. “These triblock co-polymers with
a more hydrophobic central portion of
the chain that forms the core, with more
polar, hydrophilic ends extending out
into the aqueous milieu.”
An example of a new excipient technology for increasing the solubility of
parenteral formulations based on polymeric micelles comes from LLS Health.
Its Apisolex excipient is a multiblock
co-polymer comprising a polysarcosine
block and a D-/L- mixed poly amino
acid block, according to Shah. “Sarcosine is an amino acid derivative that
is naturally found in human muscles
and tissues, making it a biocompatible
alternative to existing excipients used
in parenteral formulations, especially
where high drug loading is desired,” she
says. In the polymeric micelles formed
by Apisolex polymer, the mixed poly
amino acid block forms the hydrophobic cores while the polysarcosine block
forms the hydrophilic coronas.

Other excipients

Given that most new drug candidates suffer from poor solubility to some degree,
much work has been focused on identifying a wider array of solutions for solubility
enhancement. For parenteral drugs, cyclodextrins are an example of a type of excipient that has been re-discovered and used
with increasing frequency in recent years.
These cyclic oligosaccharides are derived from natural starch and arranged
in the form of a hollow cone with a hydrophilic exterior and hydrophobic interior and thus can shield a broad range
of hydrophobic, poorly water-soluble
APIs from aqueous media, according
to Schäfer. He adds that they exhibit a
very good safety profile, which makes
them suitable for parenteral administration. In addition, cyclodextrins may
also protect APIs from chemical degradation, reduce protein aggregation, and
mask odors and tastes. One example
highlighted by Schäfer is the use of sulfobutylether-β-CD for the formulation
of remdesivir, a parenteral drug used for
the treatment of COVID-19.
Heller points to albumin nanoparticles and synthetic polypeptides as other
excipients that have attracted attention
as solubility enhancers for parenteral
formulations.

and processability,” he says. Further optimization by formulation can then be
layered on if needed. In fact, Schäfer believes that API processing and tailored
formulation should go hand in hand to
achieve the optimum probability of success for drug candidates.

Novel excipients
becoming attractive

Traditionally, there has been limited development in novel excipients for solubility enhancement. Developers tend to
focus, Shah observes, on creating new
formulation technologies using excipients with a known safety profile rather
than developing new excipients for solubility enhancement. “For example, there
is significantly more [effort] to develop
new technologies using existing polymers with known toxicity profiles, such
as amorphous solid dispersion technologies, than [to develop] novel excipients
for improving solubility of poorly soluble
drugs,” she says.
More recently, however, Shah observes
that novel excipients are becoming an attractive route as well. “Novel excipients
present a way to leverage existing techniques and achieve the same, if not better,
LNPs similar but
results,”
she insists. They also provide instructurally different
creased
IP
protection and, because the IP
LNPs also encapsulate APIs, but they are
is
new,
longer
patent life for drug develstructurally different from polymeric
opers
and
marketers
to leverage. Novel
micelles. “Solid LNPs house hydro- Beyond formulation
excipient
IP
may,
in
particular,
be useful
phobic APIs within the lipids in a solid Using excipients to optimize solubility
for
older
clinical
candidates
that
have
core that remains solid even when the presents some challenges, because this
previously
been
shelved
due
to
solubility
particles are dispersed in the aqueous type of formulation work typically takes
environment. Nanostructure vesicles, place during the latter part of the devel- issues, she notes.
meanwhile, consist of both liquid and opment cycle. “Often developers will find
Polymeric excipients, especially those
solid lipid components/compartments that formulation optimization alone is which enable micelle formulation, are a
within the solid particles,” says Shah.
not sufficient to enhance API solubility. good example. “These new excipients
LNPs have recently become well known It is therefore recommended that API provide a significant means for achieving
for their use in protecting messenger RNA solubility issues be tackled sooner in the better solubility and high drug loading
(mRNA) from degradation and aiding in development process,” states Schäfer.
for APIs that previously failed during
its cellular uptake, but they can be advanThat entails looking at API process- the drug-development process. Using
tageous for many other drug substances. ing to improve drug solubility. In ad- the FDA’s 505(b)(2) regulatory pathway
While nucleic acids such as mRNA and dition to particle-size reduction by, for also allows reformulation of previously
small interfering RNA (siRNA) do not example, nanomilling, salt formation, approved drug substances with novel
have poor solubility properties, they can cocrystal formation, and polymorph excipients for enhanced biological perenhance the solubility of more conven- screening are also important avenues formance but lower application risk and
tional small-molecule APIs. “The future to pursue, according to Schäfer. “These expedited time to market,” she concludes.
for LNPs lies in the development of new methods not only offer the possibility to
functional lipids to navigate the patent significantly enhance solubility, but can Reference
1. T. Loftsson and M. E. Brewster, J. Pharm.
landscape and enable targeting of specific also tackle characteristics like physical
and Pharmacol., 62 (11), pp. 1607–1621
(November 2010). PT
organs, tissues, and cells,” contends Heller. and chemical stability, dissolution rate,
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Felicity Thomas

Opportunities and developments in particle
engineering are providing developers with the
tools to advance drug candidates successfully.

P

article engineering is a tool that
has been employed within the
pharmaceutical industry for
some time as a way of manipulating
the properties of particles to aid in
effective delivery of drugs. “Particle
engineering, in essence, is not a recent phenomenon,” confirms Peter
York, chairman and chief scientist,
CrystecPharma. “The idea of ‘particle
engineering’ originates from many
centuries ago in early Greek, Egyptian,
and Roman times as well as later with
the apothecaries in the Middle Ages
who would use mortar and pestles to
grind and blend their ‘concoctions’
to generate fine powders, generally
botanical and mineral substances, for
preparing their various medicines.”

NPI & MSAT, Lonza Small Molecules,
remarks that particle engineering is a
means of reducing the particle size of a
drug substance so that the surface area
can be increased. “Now, the reason for
reducing the size can vary depending
on the target drug product profile,” he
says. “Among those reasons can be to
enhance the solubility and bioavailability of a small molecule, bring it down to
a specific size to optimize it for a delivery format like a dry powder inhaler or
improve content uniformity.”
Controlling the properties of drug
particles for the purposes of delivery
was established in the mid 20th century,
York continues, when products such as
metered dose inhalers and dry-powder
inhalers were introduced. “Here, the
key requirement was to produce formulations
containing micron-sized drug
A valuable toolbox
particles,
or which generated liquid
Putting it in layman’s terms, Salaerosol
droplets
of similar size, which
vatore Mercuri, associate director,
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Building an understanding

The introduction of the Biopharmaceutics Classification System (BCS)
was pivotal to particle engineering as
it provided recognition of the two key
properties of drugs that were dowminating bioperformance, explains York.
“This classification emerged from the
growing awareness of the increasing
frequency of poor aqueous solubility
of the majority of new drug substances,
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Putting a Spotlight
on Particle Engineering

are required to deposit a drug for localized treatment in the lungs,” he notes.
“Similar concern for particle size control,
as well as the different dissolution characteristics of crystalline and amorphous
forms, had already been recognized at
this time for the range of insulin injection products to achieve effective
treatment over different time periods
for diabetic patients.”
In concurrence, Michael Morgen,
R&D director, Lonza Small Molecules,
stresses the importance of remembering the wide variety of activities that
are incorporated in particle engineering. “[Particle engineering] is a broad
and varied set of capabilities for drug
development used to solve some of
the more difficult problems,” he says.
“This makes it a valuable toolbox of
solutions for a pharma company or
CDMO [contract development and
manufacturing organization] to have.”
“From a high-level perspective,” Morgen continues, “[particle engineering]
is an enabling capability to control the
size, morphology, composition, [and]
activity of particles to address various drug delivery challenges. Among
other things, one potential goal is to
control particle size and morphology
to control in-vivo distribution (such as
to the lung) or control dissolution rate.
Another is to control the drug activity,
as seen in spray dried dispersions.”
Even more recently, York points out
that the goal of particle engineering
has broadened further so that developers can deal with challenging chemicals. “The concept of engineering drug
particles has catalyzed the evolution of
alternative strategies, new technologies
and analytical methods,” he says.

many also exhibiting poor oral absorption profiles,” he says.
“The reduction of particle size of
these drugs has, in many cases, aided
the formation of effective, efficacious,
and quality medicines,” York adds.
“Within this field other important aspects of the properties of challenging
drug substances have been recognized,
such as variety in the solid-state properties (e.g., polymorphism, crystallinity,
bioavailability) issues and drug targeting, as well as dealing with the increasing number of biotherapeutic agents.”
Building an understanding of the impact of particle properties and process
variables on critical quality attributes
of a drug product can be challenging,
asserts Mercuri. “This understanding is important in characterizing the
mechanical, physical, and/or chemical
events taking place during particle formation,” he notes. “However, identifying
the optimal processes for a specific API
by experimentation can be very costly
and time consuming. Especially for
small- and mid-sized pharmaceutical
companies with limited resources, these
inefficiencies can be a huge setback in
their commercialization strategy.”
When dealing with advanced drug
delivery applications, a balance between two things needs to be made,
Morgen specifies. “First, you must
achieve the desired in-vivo bioperformance by using the right particle architecture and formulation compositions,
which may be very difficult to design.
Then, the formulation must also meet
the required stability and manufacturability required for a commercial
drug product, including scalability,”
he explains. “Balancing performance,
manufacturability, and stability is not
always easy—but doable with the right
subject matter experts and facilities.”

Common approaches

“The two most commonly used particle
engineering platforms are micronization and amorphous solid dispersion
(ASD),” emphasizes Mercuri. “Choosing the right technology will be determined by the API and the target drug
product profile.”

ASDs find particular use in enhancing bioavailability and solubility of oral
small-molecule drugs, states Morgen.
This bioavailability and solubility enhancement is achieved through the
conversion of the crystalline drug to the
amorphous form using spray drying or
hot-melt extrusion, he reveals.
“Amorphous drugs can provide [approximately] 2–100-fold higher dissolved drug levels than the crystalline
solubility due to its higher free energy,
making it a technology of choice for
many compounds,” Morgen asserts.
“Recent advances in ASD formulation architecture, such as Lonza’s high loaded
dosage forms, reduce dosage form burden of ASD drug products, making
them easier for patients to take.”
However, there are challenges associated with this approach, including
the prevalence of high-melting point
‘brick dust’ compounds, Morgen warns.
“[These compounds] require novel process approaches for formulating as ASDs
by solvent-based or thermal processes,”
he explains. “A number of recent process
innovations have been devised for spray
drying these compounds, including
heated solvents and processing aids.”
Micronization is well-known and has
an established track record, confirms
Mercuri. “The process involves using
a jet mill to reduce the particle size of
APIs down to a few micrometers, thus
improving solubility, dissolution rate, or
processing,” he says.
The manufacturing process is required
for dry powder inhaler applications,
which has specific size requirements to
enable drug delivery to the lungs and central airways, Mercuri adds. Beyond inhalation applications, micronization also
finds use in other types of treatments.
“Furthermore, it is highly flexible, can be
easily scaled up, is good for substances
with poor thermal stability and is easily
applicable to different chemical properties,” Mercuri notes.
“A particular challenge [with micronization] is that the properties of
the micronized material are different
from those of non-micronized material;
the increased surface area can result in
poor flow and cause electrostatic charge

to build up,” Mercuri specifies. “Inadequate flow can cause handling problems
in downstream processes, which means
that excipients (such as glidants, binders,
and lubricants) may be required to improve flow properties. Material can also
become more hygroscopic, so storage
conditions may require humidity control.
To solve these challenges, it’s important to
optimize working conditions with critical process parameters.”
In addition to the issues of static, aggregation, and poor flow of materials,
York also notes that changes in crystallinity of the drug, batch-to-batch variation, and loss of materials are also frequent occurrences with the ‘top down’
approach of micronization. “Over the
last couple of decades, these limiting
factors have generated interest in both
deeper understanding of the solid state
of pharmaceutical materials, drugs, and
excipients, and alternative approaches to
size reduction,” he says.
“The important technologies that
have emerged to date operate on a ‘bottom up’ principle, where the final particle is prepared from a solution feed—
essentially drying operations. These
processes include spray drying, freeze
drying, supercritical fluid (SCF) antisolvent precipitation, and more recently,
other approaches have been introduced
such as spray freezing, homogenization,
liposome structures, the formation
of co-crystals, as well as a number of
technologies generating nanoparticles,” York asserts. “With an increasing
number of biopharmaceuticals being
introduced as therapeutic agents requiring particle engineering to achieve
particulates suitable for drug delivery,
suitable adaptions to existing processes
have been made and other approaches
introduced such as microfluidics.”
York singles out SCF antisolvent technologies as an approach that has proved
successful for CrystecPharma in delivering engineered particles. He states that
the process, which is controllable and
‘tunable’, enables the production of particles with the desired physicochemical
and biopharmaceutical characteristics
Contin. on page 31
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Examining Trends
in Oral Solid Dosage
Manufacturing
Grant Playter

The state of oral solid dose manufacturing
is influenced by new approaches, novel
technologies, and the structural evolution
of the raw materials market.

W

hen one thinks of medicine, the
first image that comes to mind
will likely be a small white pill,
or perhaps an orange bottle full of them.
While biologic therapies and various
parenterals have experienced significant
advances in recent years, the ubiquity of
oral solid dosage (OSD) drugs —whether
pills, tablets, capsules, soft gels, effervescence, gummies, or any other variant—
remains at the forefront of the industry.
“OSD drug delivery systems are predominantly preferred over a parenteral
(injection or drip) intravenous drug delivery for many reasons,” says Paul DiMarco,
vice-president of Global Commercial
Operations, BioSpectra. “Not the least
of which being ease of use, lower purity
demands due to the acidic environment
of the stomach, and little or no medical
supervision during administration.”
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The popularity of OSD puts it at the
heart of the pharmaceutical industry,
and it is particularly susceptible to
emerging trends or market forces. This
article examines the latest technologies
and trends unique to OSD, as well as
takes a look at the greater market forces
influencing its production.

Embracing new approaches

solid dosage drug manufactured via a
continuous approach was not approved
until 2015 (1). Largely, these difficulties
resulted from the equipment being designed with downtime in mind.
In this regard, various equipment
suppliers have stepped in to try to ease
continuous manufacturing hiccups.
For instance, L.B. Bohle’s QbCon1, a
continuous dryer and granulator, uses
a novel process to allow for infinite operation without needing to stop the machine for cleaning (2). Similarly, Herma
US released modules for its 132M HC
Wrap-around Labeler that allow for
it to be integrated into a continuous
manufacturing process without needing downtime for replacement paper (3).
In this vein, companies have come to
the understanding that facilities must
be designed with continuous “powder-to-tablet” capabilities in mind.
On the client end, there has also
been increased demand for other new
approaches, as Robert Sedlock, director
at Natoli Scientific, notes.
“In the past few years there has been
a push for collecting data in a more
scientific approach. USP [United States
Pharmacopeia] published a new chapter (4) concerning tablet characterization methods, which require instrumented tablet presses,” says Sedlock.
“There is now a higher demand for instrumented single-station machines,
rotary tablet presses, and compaction
emulators/simulators. Understanding
material mechanical properties is now
a standard in the OSD industry.”
This standard is a natural evolution
of the current pharmaceutical industry:
as data integration becomes more pronounced, client companies are going
to want more detailed information to
refine their processes. Savvy manufacturers will build and design processes with
this in mind as a means of satisfying ever-increasing data demands, which will in
turn continually influence the technologies
and approaches of OSD manufacturing.

One process that the pharmaceutical industry as a whole has been attempting to adopt, where possible, is
continuous manufacturing, due to the
decreased resource drain and increased
flexibility continuous processes provide. However, while continuous manufacturing has seen steady growth, Examining materials sourcing
OSD has faced some difficulties in A striking dichotomy has emerged in
switching over due to the nature of its sourcing for the two components of oral
manufacturing process—the first oral solid dosage drugs, excipients and APIs.
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Excipients are typically considered more
complex than APIs, largely as a result
of their multi-component nature. This
characteristic often results in the performance impact of the various components
being not well understood; in a similar
vein, the composition profiles of complex
mixtures may not be well-defined. In
contrast, APIs are comparatively simple
mixtures—they are improved by reducing the presence of all other chemicals,
which can render them inert or result in
unintended side effects (5).
However, the stark difference in
relative complexity has shaped who is
producing them. Because excipients are
relatively complex formulations, they require significant regulatory oversight to
ensure consumer safety. Consequently,
they are largely manufactured in countries with well-regarded, overarching
regulations; North America holds the
largest share in the pharmaceutical excipient market, followed by Europe (6).
“Pharmaceutical companies in the
United States and Europe are held to a
rightful standard by [FDA]—one that is
not equally experienced by their counterparts in China and India,” says DiMarco. “These companies use higher
purity ingredients and fine chemicals
sourced from local manufacturers and,
consequently, produce higher quality
[and] more consistent, more sophisticated finished drug products.”

APIs, on the other hand, do not need
to be quite as closely scrutinized, allowing countries like India and China,
who have less stringent regulations and
much lower labor costs, to leverage
those characteristics to gain a manufacturing stranglehold. While it should be
noted that there is some dispute over the
precise numbers, in particular because
most drug manufacturers do not need
to disclose where they source APIs, in
2017 the United Kingdom’s Medicines
and Healthcare products Regulatory
Agency (MHRA) estimated that 40%
of global API production was coming
from China at the time of the report (7).
Similarly, a 2021 report from Mordor
Intelligence, a marketing intelligence
firm, indicated that approximately 75%
to 80% of APIs imported to the US were
coming from China or India at the time
of their report (8).
This dichotomy in materials sourcing
has shaped the landscape of the oral
solid dosage manufacturing industry.
For instance, while there have been
calls to reshore production following
the supply chain interruptions brought
on by the COVID-19 pandemic, the reliance of the US on these countries for
API sourcing complicates that matter;
it is particularly exacerbated by desires
to reduce drug costs, which necessitates
outsourcing to countries who can price
relative to their labor costs.

“The supply chain security issues that
began with tariff wars between China
and the US, followed by the pandemic,
continue through this day with strained
supply chain logistics and raw material capacity constraints,” says DiMarco. “The
worsening relationship between the US
and China could quickly lead to more serious conflict and could easily become an
existential event that would dwarf in comparison all previous challenges regarding
supply chain issues and constraints.”
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Hallie Forcinio

Pharma companies set goals and
adopt more sustainable alternatives.

C

onsumers favor sustainable products. A survey by Shorr Packaging shows that 76% of shoppers
surveyed have made a conscious effort
to purchase more sustainable products
in the past year. An even stronger majority, 86%, are more likely to purchase
a product from a brand or retailer if
the packaging is considered sustainable.
Additionally, 77% expect more brands/
retailers to offer 100% sustainable packaging for their products soon (1).
When shopping, 64% of the consumers surveyed consider whether the
packaging can be recycled; 60% look for
packaging with recycled content; 60%
seek source-reduced designs (no overpackaging); 45% want biodegradable
packaging; and 28% like paper-based
packaging. Approximately 68% are open
to switching to a brand that offers sustainable packaging. This is particularly
true of younger consumers (1). A report
Hallie Forcinio is packaging editor for
Pharmaceutical Technology.
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from Euromonitor International comes
to the same conclusion, noting Millennials and Generation Z feel they can make
a difference through their choices. This
largest spending cohort of the future
will rely on tech tools, such as digital
product labeling and mobile tracking
apps, to check environmental claims
and ensure minimal climate impact (2).
Clear labeling of sustainability attributes also is important, with 69% saying
they are more likely to purchase a product when there’s clear language/symbols
on the packaging that states it uses sustainable materials (1). With recyclability,
recycled content, and biodegradability
top-of-mind, paper-based packaging
ticks all the boxes and is favored by almost one-third of the consumers in the
Shorr Packaging study.
To meet this demand, Keystone
Folding Box has completed a $5 million upgrade that boosts capacity by
20% for its product line that includes
secondary blister packages made from
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Recycled content

Incorporating post-consumer-recycled
(PCR) content in packaging is viewed
as highly desirable by the industry and
consumers, but can pose challenges
due to supply chain and quality issues.
Avient’s PCR Color Prediction Service
for polyolefins and polyethylene terephthalate (PET) resins and Cesa Nox
A4R Additives for Recycling eliminate
the trial-and-error of adopting PCR
content and associated color choices.
The PCR Color Prediction Service helps
brand owners understand what colors
are achievable based on the amount of
PCR used. Proprietary software determines—through prior color matching—
what colors are feasible in an application
that incorporates PCR content. It also
calculates how much PCR content can
be added without affecting the package’s signature color. The faster evaluation process is particularly helpful if it
becomes necessary to switch sources of
PCR material (5).
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Consumers Seek
Sustainable Products

recyclable and compostable paperboard.
Its Ecoslide Series of blister packs features a safety feature that provides the
most stringent F=1 child resistance
while eliminating the need for a twostep “peel/push-through foil,” which
many consumers find difficult to open.
Including Ecoslide-OTC for over-thecounter medicines as well as its signature Ecoslide-RX pack for prescription
drugs, the sustainable package platform
reduces the amount of disposable plastic
needed for peel/push CR blisters (3).
Blister cards themselves also are becoming more sustainable. TekniPlex
Healthcare has launched a fully transparent, recyclable, mid-barrier blister
package. Certified via third-party testing, the recyclable polypropylene (PP)/
cyclic olefin copolymer/PP base material
with barrier PP lidding is said to be a
first in the healthcare industry. From a
manufacturing standpoint, initial machinability analyses have been positive,
with large-scale tests scheduled. TekniPlex Healthcare also has premiered a
fully recyclable polyester mono-material
blister. It’s suitable for products that do
not require barrier protection (4).
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The Cesa Nox A4R Additives for Recycling protects PCR polyolefins against
oxidation, which can lead to defects like
black spots, gels, and discoloration. The
antioxidant can be added to PCR content early in the recycling process or incorporated in virgin resin to prepare it
for future recycling (5).

More sustainable labels and tubes

Schreiner MediPharm has set goals to
increase its use of recycled/renewable
materials, including the simplification of disassembly for recycling and
reducing carbon dioxide emissions. As
a result, it recently introduced more
sustainable options of its Pharma-Tac
label for infusion bottles and its Autoinjector-Label. Both new designs rely
on film materials that are either recycled or produced from renewable raw
materials. Extensive in-house testing
shows the more sustainable materials
perform as reliably as conventional
substrates. For example, the Pharma-Tac label passed load and gravitational trials, and both the hanger label
and Autoinjector-Label passed tests for
adhesion, ink adhesion, print durability, and laser marking viability (6).
More sustainable tube options also
are available. Hoffmann Neopac now
offers Neopac mono-material barrier
tubes, which are recyclable in the polyethylene (PE) or PP material stream.
Neopac’s Polyfoil MMB mono-material barrier tubes have undergone successful testing by RecyClass, an initiative of Plastics Recyclers Europe. MMB
structures, with and without thin film
metallization, met recycling requirements set by the US-based Association of Plastic Recyclers (7). The MMB
tube can reduce packaging carbon
footprints by up to 38% compared to
traditional laminated tubes. The tube
body is made possible through a firstof-its-kind adhesive-laminated process,
an alternative to conventional blownfilm and extruded-film methods. Key
advantages include advanced barrier
and aesthetic options in the tube body.
The tube’s shoulder and cap are made
with low-melt-flow-index high-density
PE and only 2% foreign material (8).
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However, the majority of tubes used
in Europe are aluminum barrier laminates (ABLs). These multi-material
tubes currently cannot be industrially
separated and recycled in existing recycling facilities. To solve this problem, Hoffmann Neopac has partnered
with Saperatec, which has developed
washing technology and established a
pilot plant to separate the PE and aluminum for recycling in existing facilities. A laboratory study at Saperatec
in spring 2021 with various ABL tubes
from Neopac showed that its Polyfoil
tubes can be completely separated (8).
“In addition to the already existing
environmentally friendly and recyclable tubes from our EcoDesign portfolio, we are committed to a recycling
solution for our conventional Polyfoil
ABL tubes,” said Peter Bossert, head of
materials development at Hoffmann
Neopac. “With this new initiative, we
will offer our customers the best possible balance between product safety and
sustainability. As early as this year, we
will make a portion of our production
waste available to Saperatec to demonstrate its recyclability on an industrial
scale, per the promising laboratory
tests that have been performed. With
the pending recycling of ABL tubes,
we are closing a recycling gap in our
portfolio.” After testing the separation of production waste, Neopac and
Saperatec plan to study the possibility
of using the separated materials in the
production of new tubes (8).
Saperatec began construction of
its industrial separation facility in
December 2021 in Dessau, Germany.
Scheduled to start up in mid-2023, the
plant will recycle composite packaging
waste made of aluminum, plastic, and
paper. The process will be further developed by refining technologies such
as digital watermarking, eddy-current
detection, and near-infrared detection
to enable intelligent sorting of ABL
packaging into an ABL packaging
material stream. “With the construction of the first recycling plant for
composite materials made of plastic,
paper, and aluminum, we aim to produce high-quality, film-ready plastic
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recyclates for packaging applications
while returning the recovered aluminum to the material cycle,” concluded
Thorsten Hornung, managing director
of Saperatec (8).

Beyond products

Members of the pharmaceutical value
chain are looking beyond product development to meet sustainability goals.
Schreiner MediPharm, for example, is
a founding member of the Alliance to
Zero, a non-profit partnership dedicated to enhancing sustainability
throughout the pharmaceutical supply chain. Launched in June 2021 and
based in Switzerland, the initiative is
designed to support pharmaceutical
and biotech companies in their transition to net-zero emissions in line with
the Paris Climate Agreement (9).
The Alliance to Zero pursues the
goal of launching net-zero pharmaceutical products in regulated markets by
2030 at the latest. To achieve this, the
founding members have committed to
developing a joint net-zero offering by
2026 to provide pharmaceutical companies with enough time to finalize
their overall product on this basis.
The Alliance has developed a roadmap for a net-zero emissions concept
for pharmaceutical production and the
supply chain. Currently, necessary steps
and a harmonized language are being
developed, and principles are being defined for evaluating and monitoring the
entire emissions footprint of pharmaceutical end products. In addition, the
Alliance is planning to collaborate with
academic and non-profit organizations
pursuing similar goals.
Dr. Thomas Schweizer, president of
Schreiner MediPharm, emphasized
the importance of the company’s
membership in the Alliance: “For Schreiner MediPharm, as a pioneer in the
production of innovative functional
labels, sustainability starts as early as
in product development that considers all life cycles to achieve a reduced
environmental footprint. For us,
co-founding the Alliance to Zero
means another important step toward
holistic sustainability. We are con-

vinced that, together with the other development of holistic solutions that
Alliance partners, we will be able to will move the pharmaceutical industry
drive the development of net-zero closer to net zero.
pharmaceutical products.”
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facture coupled with reduced costs,” he
says. “New thinking in particle engineering, underpinned by an increasing flow
of knowledge on the solid state of pharmaceutical materials, will continue to address current and emerging challenges in
formulation and drug delivery.”
A recent development has been the
study of the internal structure of solid
dosage forms containing assemblies of
drug particles and formulation excipients, and engineered particles, York
continues. “Recent studies using high
energy X-ray beams in Synchrotron
facilities and advanced computational
procedures have provided comprehensive visualization of the internal architecture of various solid dosage forms,
together with corresponding chemical
profiles of constituents,” he says. “This
approach, termed Structure Pharmaceutics, has revealed that the supposed
uniformity ‘beneath the surface’ is, in
many cases, not the observed situation.”
So, through this novel approach, it
has been possible to identify different
mechanisms and rates of drug dissolution at different locations in tablets,
York explains. “For coated products
and matrix-based controlled release
products, alternative dissolution patterns have been observed within and
between individual solid dose units
from the same manufactured batch.
It is clear that information from these

‘under surface’ studies will provide
useful insight for the design of future,
optimized solid dosage forms as well
as guiding the design of engineered
particles,” he specifies.
“Although [particle engineering] is an
established technique, there are always
opportunities for innovation,” asserts
Mercuri. “Advances in computing power
may help us develop more accurate models to predict gas flow or better study
particle behavior. In addition, improved
design, automation, and [artificial intelligence] could be applied to make the process more predictive and reliable.”
Morgen adds that enabling particle
engineering approaches are key to advancing early-phase compounds from the
preclinical stages to commercialization.
“Having broad capability to do a broad
range of engineering and to scale these
processes is a valuable asset in partnering
with drug innovators,” he emphasizes.
“In coming years, it is important that
the benefits of drug products containing engineered particles which demonstrate targeted improvements in drug
delivery are applied to address wider
issues of improving global health care,”
York concludes. “The successful technologies will be those which can operate at all scales following facile tech
transfer, are inexpensive in cost and
operation, are single step, green, and
provide high reproducibility.” PT

Development —
Contin. from page 25

at high yield in a single-step scalable
process. “The process can operate successfully for both biopharmaceuticals
and organic chemical entities,” York
says. “In addition, preparing composite
particles containing drug(s) and functional excipients provide opportunities
for ‘in-particle design’ with uniform
particle composition.”
Additionally, as the awareness of the
importance of particle engineering in
drug delivery has grown, the understanding of the solid state of pharmaceuticals
has deepened, York continues. “It is now
important for full characterization of
polymorphic/solvate/hydrate states, levels
of amorphous content, and methods to
control these characteristics to be understood to meet regulatory requirements in
this field,” he emphasizes.

Exciting developments

For York, the opportunity for ‘in-particle
design’ is an exciting development in particle engineering as it extends the drug
delivery prospects across a range of solid
drug products and routes of delivery.
“For example, it is possible to consider
the assembly of the ‘designer’ particles in
an appropriate package, such as a hard
capsule, as the final product. Reduced
complexity in formulation and manu-
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A

review of the FDA Center for Drug Evaluation and
Research (CDER) drug and biologic calendar year
approvals from 2015 to 2020 reveals some interesting perspectives (Figure 1). The numbers indicate a
continual high submission volume within the small-molecule drug product category versus biologics. Further, the
1983 Orphan Drug Act (ODA) and resulting incentives for
developing rare disease therapies (< 200,000 people in the
United States) resulted in an increasing orphan drug pipeline of drug products. In 2020, approximately 33% of the
approvals were orphan drug products (1). The top three
therapeutic areas represented in the orphan drug designations are oncology (37%), neurology (13%), and infectious
diseases (9%) (2). In the current small-molecule paradigm,
approximately 40% of drugs with approval and nearly 90%
of molecules currently in the discovery pipeline are poorly
soluble (Biopharmaceutical Classification System [BCS]
Class II and IV drugs) (3). Fifty percent of all new drug
application (NDA) approvals now are 505(b)(2) approval
pathways. Where 505(b)(2) candidates offer a meaningful
change from their reference product, such as a change in
dosage form, strength, or formulation. In addition, this
pathway provides innovator organizations the opportunity
to build upon their already approved products, allowing
them to bring innovations to market significantly faster at
a reduced cost and overall low risk because 505(b)(2) projects rarely fail due to unexpected side effects (4). Drugs that
are unstable in aqueous injectable formulations or solid oral
formulations may be successfully developed in lipid systems
that are amenable to the soft capsule dosage form.
Soft capsule formulation continues to cater to the original
intent of developing an oral drug dosage form (i.e., to mask
the taste). Existing FDA-approved lipid-based drug delivery
systems (LBDDS) have drugs with high permeability, low
solubility (BCS Class II), or low permeability, low solubility
(BCS Class IV) characteristics. Oxygen-sensitive drugs also
benefit from the hermetically sealed dosage form. LBDDS
includes self-emulsifying drug delivery systems (SEDDS),
self micro-emulsifying drug delivery systems (SMEDDS),
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Soft capsule formulation technology presents
an advantage to certain drug substances by
overcoming its solubility and physical constraints
that may inhibit use of alternate dosage forms. The
technology can provide a product differentiation
advantage. The relatively established qualityby-design (QbD)-based formulation and process
development approaches for soft capsules can
result in a lower development cost, potentially
reducing time-to-market. The soft capsule
formulation technology is an ideal candidate for
505(b)(2) submission pathway, and at the same time
best for emerging small-molecule pipelines. The
availability of dedicated soft-capsule development
and commercialization sites catering to a wide
range of batch sizes fitting a spectrum of fill
formulation types makes the technology highly
accessible. The dosage form can be used to improve
bioavailability of Class II and IV drug substances and
improve product stability. Emergence of vegetarian
capsule shell formulations annuls the dietary
concerns stemming from use of animal-based gels.
New developments in soft capsule technology
allows for considering the dosage delivery system
as one of the preferred solid oral formulations that
can achieve a high rate of patient compliance.

Figure 1. Biologics license application (BLA) and new drug application (NDA) FDA approval trend by year.
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self-nanoemulsifying drug delivery systems (SNEDDS),
nanostructured lipid carriers (NLC), emulsions, and dispersions, among others, which primarily utilize the soft
capsule dosage form. The dosage delivery system choice is
a result of years of research and complex formulation considerations. A review (5) identified that lipid formulations
had been successfully applied to many molecules, including
the increasing high molecular weight peptide formulations.
In addition, the review enumerated the benefit of applying
the formulation technology for targeted drug delivery, such
that in the case of poorly soluble oral anticancer agents such
as kinase inhibitors. Based on the proven track record and
extensive development data, soft capsules continue to be a
formulation of choice, especially in the emerging pipeline of
poorly soluble (BCS Class II and IV drugs) drug substances.

ALL FIGURES ARE COURTESY OF THE AUTHORS.

Patient demographic breakdown

Europe and North America have 28.5% of the population
aged 65 years or over (6). The top 10 pharmaceutical markets have an increasing aging population. The need for geriatric-specific formulations is no longer limited to a few selected
developed nations based on population statistics. The amount
spent on medicine and the use of medications is increasing,
with a 24% increase in use between 2015 and 2020 (7). It also
must be noted that almost 50% of the world’s senior population uses more than one dose of a given medicine per day,
a significant increase from past years. Based on the number
of possible ailments, co-morbidity scenarios are exemplified
in the case of the geriatric population. Physiological differences also exist within old-age subgroups. These intricacies
present a unique challenge when selecting the dosage form
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and delivery technology. The type of formulation also contributes to patient non-compliance. It has been estimated that
non-compliance to medication in the elderly is 40–70% (8), a
high number. Soft capsule is a preferred and convenient route
of administration over other dosage forms.

Advantages

Soft capsule formulations have been proven to deliver faster
and improved drug absorption compared to other oral dosage forms. For example, a comparative study on oral ibuprofen forms (9) suggests that many soft capsule formulations
have a faster onset of action than immediate-release tablets.
Another study (10) developed melatonin as a soft capsule
formulation and determined the absorption characteristics with the commercially available powder form. The soft
capsule formulation displayed a clinical advantage with
improved bioavailability in low dose. The rapid gastrointestinal (GI) absorption facilitated by the dissolved drug
results in quick onset. Soft-capsule dosage delivery innovations consist of extended-release technology (e.g., calcifediol
extended-release capsules). There are delayed-release soft
capsule shell formulations and the coated delayed-release
soft capsules. Chewable soft capsules are another innovation intended to completely or nearly wholly dissolve with
chewing. The delivery is ideal for pediatric, geriatric, and
patients with dysphagia.
Oral dosage forms are preferred over injectable administration, where patients are willing to pay for the preferred route
of administration. Preference for the route of administration
is also affected by the treatment frequency and the administration circumstances (hospital, home, clinic, etc.). With solid
Pharmaceutical Technology
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orals, difficulty with swallowing is a common concern for
geriatric and pediatric patient populations, and people diagnosed with dysphagia. The route of the solid oral delivery, the
tongue, contains fungiform papillae packed with rich sensory
receptors that get activated to have a taste. The pharyngeal
phase that facilitates swallowing of the solid orals is delayed
by the taste sensation, where the patient will likely feel difficulty swallowing. Soft capsule dosage forms can effectively
address (e.g., soft shell, shell flavoring, shape, twist-off, snip
off tube deliveries) some of the solid-oral disadvantages, enabling a higher rate of patient medication adherence for populations diagnosed with acute or chronic conditions.
Soft capsules can be characterized as a single-unit solid
dosage form with a liquid or semi-solid fill enveloped by a
one-piece hermetically sealed elastic outer shell. Soft capsule shells can be gelatin, plant (Figure 2), or synthetic-based
shell formulas that follow a rotary die encapsulation process
(Figure 3). Plant-source soft-shell formulations address another
historical reason for medication non-compliance associated
with dietary concerns of ingesting animal source material.
Content uniformity, especially for low-dose drugs, is critical and an aspect continually identified as an area of concern
by FDA during their facility inspections. FDA encourages
the use of process analytical technologies (PAT) to continually monitor content uniformity analysis. Sampling across
the batch and having reliable results in the batch process has
been an ongoing challenge for solid oral manufacturing. Soft
capsules are a solid oral manufacturing technology option,
such as tablets, with high confidence in uniformity consistency (both blend and content), thus minimizing patient
and regulatory risks, especially for low-dose products. The
encapsulation dosators (Figure 4) can achieve a precise dosing
(< 100 mcg) for such products. Soft-capsule manufacturing
primarily involves the manufacturing of fill and shell formula, encapsulation, drying, and finishing operations. From
a drug substance standpoint, soft capsule formulations can
be designed so that polymorphism is no longer a concern.
The desired racemic adjustments may also be achieved with
the formulation. The rotary die encapsulation is a well-established semi-continuous process presenting low process variability. The ease of manufacturing, reduced manufacturing
steps, and lower variability are advantages for soft capsules
over other traditional solid oral manufacturing technologies. Soft capsules can have higher stability as the entire process can be done under inert conditions to protect the drug
against oxidation and degradation. A hermetic shell seal is
achieved by the concurrent forming, filling, and sealing action of the roller die encapsulation process. This protects
the fill material from the environment and environmental
contaminations. From an operational perspective, soft-capsule encapsulation processes are devoid of dust generation,
eliminating cross-contamination potential and improving
operator safety. The reduced operator and environmental
contamination chances can correlate to the ideal process
for highly potent or cytotoxic compounds. The soft capsule
34
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Figure 2. ɭ-carrageenan, a naturally occurring
polysaccharide-based shell component.
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Figure 3. Soft capsule encapsulation line.

Figure 4. Formation of hermetically sealed
soft-capsule shells.

formulation development utilizes well-established inactive
ingredients database (IID) listed excipients such as hydrophilic/lipophilic vehicles, suspending agents, polymeric base,
plasticizers, preservatives, colorants, opacifiers, and solvents.
In addition, the formulation development process uses processing aids, allowing for predictable outcomes.

Figure 5. Soft capsules in unique shapes and characteristics (left to right: twist-off tube, chewable capsules, pearl
capsules, bicolor capsules).

Closing historical concerns

Soft capsule manufacturing technology has been historically attributed with certain drawbacks. The primary perception is that the technology is relatively expensive and
needs specialized skill sets. With the current technological advancements and expertise levels offered, soft capsule
manufacturing is on par with any other oral dosage form.
The availability of soft-capsule focused pharmaceutical
contract development and manufacturing organizations
catering to a wide range of commercial product volumes
and portfolio variations addresses the technology access
constraint. Processes are developed to manufacture clinical
and scalable pilot-scale batches before commercialization.
The impact of humidity and microbial contamination is effectively addressed through modern facility-environmental monitoring and control. Innovative container closure
systems now exist, minimizing potential product stability
issues. With the advent of vegetable-based capsule shells,
the dietary concern would no longer prevent soft capsules
from being considered a preferred formulation choice for the
patient population hesitant to consume porcine or bovine
gelatin-based soft capsules. The latest advancement in soft
capsule manufacturing technology makes it a favorite choice
for poorly soluble drugs.

Summary

Innovators and generics developers continue to explore
opportunities for product longevity in the market by delivering improved and beneficial formulations and strengths
of the existing drug products. Developing soft capsules
for the 505(b)(2) submission pathway is one such strategic
opportunity (11) due to its easy formulation resulting in
lower development costs and shorter timelines. In addition,
soft capsules provide product differentiation (Figure 5) and
distinct uniformity advantages over tablets or hard-shell
capsule formulations.
The competitive advantage, reduced drug-product-failure
probability, and reduced time-to-market are the top three
attributes considered while selecting a dosage form for a
new strength of the drug product. Soft capsules enable the
achievement of all top three attributes. In addition to the
505(b)(2) line extensions, the technology can also be utilized for the emerging small-molecule new chemical entity
pipeline based on the solubility and containment charac-

teristic trend being observed. The dosage form presents an
opportunity for potential increased bioavailability, reducing
costs of orally administering costly drug substances by reducing required dosage amount, improved efficacy due to
increased drug absorption of an orally administered drug, a
higher Cmax by overcoming constraints of gastric or intestinal
absorption for BCS II and IV, targeted delivery (hepatic or
lymph), and the potential to develop persistent nanostructured lipid carriers (NLCs) that do not rely on fasted/fed conditions. The current body of evidence from previous product
development experiences (12), technology advances, technology advantages, opportunity to establish market longevity,
new molecule characteristics, and emerging patient needs
places soft capsule formulation on the cusp of rediscovery.
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Replacing a step in sample preparation
with an automated approach improves
both method precision and productivity.

G

lycosylation is a critical quality
attribute (CQA) for therapeutic
proteins, influencing their stability,
bioactivity, and immunogenicity. Glycoprotein characterization and glycosylation profiling are therefore fundamental
in the development and production of
biopharmaceutical molecules associated
with vaccine research and manufacturing. In this rapidly growing sector, fast,
reliable, and reproducible analytical
methods are an absolute necessity.
One of the most established and effective techniques for separating and
quantifying complex carbohydrates is
high-performance anion-exchange chromatography with pulsed amperometric
detection (HPAE-PAD). Although widely
used, HPAE-PAD has a drawback in that
traditionally it involves manual preparation of the eluent. Replacing this step with
Wai-Chi Man is IC/SP product marketing
manager at Thermo Fisher Scientific.
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an automated approach is improving
both method precision and productivity.

Principles and benefits of HPAE-PAD

HPAE-PAD is applicable to the analysis of
a wide range of carbohydrates, delivering
high-resolution separations and sensitive
direct detection of low-picomole quantities. HPAE chromatography of neutral
carbohydrates is possible because they
are weakly acidic and ionize at high
pH, enabling their separation as anions.
Specifically developed polymeric anionexchange columns are needed because
classical silica-based high-performance
liquid chromatography (HPLC) columns
degrade rapidly at high pH.
Pulsed amperometry, used for detection, measures the electrical current
generated by the oxidation of carbohydrates at the surface of a gold working
electrode. The current is proportional to
the carbohydrate concentration. If just a
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Addressing the key
workflow challenge

Manual preparation of the high-pH
eluents needed for HPAE-PAD is both
time-consuming and complex. Because
most HPAE-PAD problems arise from
improper eluent preparation, this
preparation is a critical step in ensuring
analytical success (1,2).
Most HPAE-PAD eluents are composed of water, sodium hydroxide
(NaOH) or potassium hydroxide (KOH),
and sodium acetate. Each component is
prone to issues of quality and variability, and manual preparation introduces
further inconsistencies. Improperly
prepared eluents can lead to serious
problems in the workflow, including a
high detection background, high noise,
loss of analyte retention, and potential
contamination of the system. Results
may be poorly reproducible and make
method transfer challenging.
Automated electrolytic generation of
the eluent within the chromatography
system offers an alternative to manual
preparation. Here, an eluent generator
equipped with a KOH cartridge is connected in series with one that has a methanesulfonic acid (MSA) cartridge to produce eluents containing KOH, KOH and
potassium methanesulfonate (KMSA), or
methanesulfonate (MSA). This dual eluent generation cartridge (EGC) approach
produces KOH/KMSA eluents capable
of executing many applications that use
NaOH/sodium acetate. Cartridges are
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Automating a Critical Step
in Glycoprotein Analysis
for Vaccine Manufacture

single potential is applied to the electrode,
oxidation products gradually foul its surface, resulting in loss of signal. To prevent
this, the electrode surface is cleaned by a
series of potentials applied for fixed periods after the detection potential, which
is referred to as a waveform. Repeated
application of a waveform is the basis of
pulsed amperometry.
HPAE-PAD is selective and specific for carbohydrates because pulsed
amperometry detects only those compounds with functional groups oxidizable at the detection voltage applied. It
enables determination of carbohydrates
using small sample volumes and without laborious sample derivatization.
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installed within the chromatography system and require only the addition of deionized water. System software manages
the eluent concentrations and gradients,
while chemicals are carefully controlled
with no manual handling and, therefore,
the avoidance of human error.
The following case studies illustrate the
benefits of automated eluent preparation
and the use of reduced volume chromatography columns in HPAE-PAD workflows for typical glycoprotein applications:
sialic acid determination and profiling of
N-linked oligosaccharides.

Figure 1. Example illustration of a high-performance ion chromatography system
(HPIC) system in dual eluent generation cartridge (EGC) mode.

Evaluation of
automated eluent preparation

38
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Table I. Potassium hydroxide (KOH)/potassium methanesulfonate (KMSA)
eluent gradient.
Time (min)

KMSA (mM)

KOH (mM)

0

19

100

4

100

100

13

100

100

13

19

100

30

19

100

Setup and results. The analysis setup
included a high-performance ion chromatography system (Dionex ICS-6000
HPIC, Thermo Scientific) equipped
with an automated eluent generation
module (Dionex ICS-6000 EG Eluent
Generator, Thermo Scientific) and an
electrochemical detector for pulsed
amperometric detection (Dionex
ICS-6000 DC Detector/Chromatography module, Thermo Scientific). Figure 1
illustrates the workflow for HPAE-PAD
in dual EGC mode. The inclusion of a
1-mm chromatography column (Dionex CarboPac PA20-1 mm, Thermo
Scientific) designed to work with the
dual EGC mode reduces eluent consumption compared with the more
conventional 3-mm column. Samples analyzed were bovine apo-transferrin (b. apo-transferrin), calf fetuin (fetuin), and human α–acid
glycoprotein (h. AGP), all of which
underwent triplicate acetic acid hydrolysis before measurement. The full
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experimental set up and chromatographic conditions are described in a
technical application note (3).
Changing from manually prepared
NaOH/sodium acetate eluent to KOH/
KMSA delivered in dual EGC mode
requires new eluent conditions to
achieve similar separations. Table I
shows the KOH/KMSA gradient established to enable Neu5Gc separation, column washing, and column re-equilibration. This gradient gave clear separation
and easy quantification of Neu5Ac and
Neu5Gc peaks using the new 1-mm column as well as good separation of the
Neu5Ac peak from the void (important when analyzing acid-hydrolyzed
compounds that might contain other
poorly retained compounds). Neu5Ac
retention time matched that of the conventional method, while Neu5Gc eluted
around seven minutes after; both were
stable over 15 days.
Calibrations for Neu5Ac and Neu5Gc
were linear over the ranges studied.

ALL FIGURES ARE COURTESY OF THE AUTHOR.

Sialic acids are derivatives of the
nine-carbon sugar neuraminic acid.
Two of the most important are N-acetylneuraminic acid (Neu5Ac) and N-glycolylneuraminic acid (Neu5Gc), both
of which occur in many biomolecules.
In recombinant therapeutic glycoproteins, sialylation can maintain certain
properties of the native protein, such as
circulatory half-life, biological activity,
and solubility. Because of this, increased
sialylation is often engineered into
recombinant molecules.
Humans generally do not produce
Neu5Gc, so its presence in a therapeutic glycoprotein is potentially immunogenic. It is therefore vital to understand
the sialic acid content of a glycoprotein
when examining its therapeutic efficacy
and safety. HPAE-PAD is widely used in
this application, with analysis performed
following acid hydrolysis or enzyme digestion of the glycoprotein.
In this study, modification of an established HPAE-PAD workf low for
sialic acid determination replaced conventional manual eluent preparation
with automated eluent generation. It
also included a smaller chromatography
column with a lower flow rate than that
described in the conventional workflow,
reducing the amount of eluent required.
The modified workflow was used to
determine the sialic acid content of three
glycoprotein samples, evaluating the key
performance parameters of separation,
linearity, limits of detection (LODs),
accuracy, and precision.
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of human serum IgG; (B) N-acetylneuraminic acid (Neu5Ac) standard
respectively, with limits of quantitation made using conventional (manual eluent oligosaccharides and the major sialic
e
(9.68 µm); (C) A1F standard; (D) G1F standard
acid-containing (charged) oligosaccha(LOQs)
being 69.7 nM (27.9 fmol) and preparation) HPAE-PAD.
rides
released from human serum IgG.
34.4 nM (13.8 fmol).
Recovery studies to evaluate method
The
solution
was prepared by treating
Figure 2 shows separation of sialic accuracy involved spiking sialic acids into
acids in the glycoprotein samples tested. each sample hydrolysate and a reagent human serum IgG with rapid PNGase
Neu5Ac is well separated from early blank. Recovery ranged from 95.1% with and without denaturation. The
eluting components and is present in to 105%, indicating that accurate sialic glycan profile without denaturation
all three glycoproteins. As expected, acid measurements were being made shown in Figure 3 matches separations reNeu5Gc is absent from the human glyco- without column or detector overload. ported previously (2) and indicates good

before the eluent concentration is returned to the
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resolution of uncharged IgG oligosaccharides (glycans), comparable with traditional HPAE-PAD separations.
The identities of the neutral and
charged glycans in Figure 3 were confirmed by the appearance or disappearance of peaks following appropriate
enzyme treatment. Neu5Ac presence is
confirmed with neuraminidase treatment. Treatment of the glycans released
from human serum IgG with neuraminidase resulted in the removal of all the
major peaks in the charged glycan region
of the chromatogram with a concomitant
increase in neutral glycans, suggesting all
the charged glycans are sialylated.
Sequential digestion with specific exoglycosidases enables further analysis of
the N-linked oligosaccharides released
from a glycoprotein. HPAE-PAD analysis
is highly selective for the linkage positions,
and component monosaccharides are
useful in resolving mixtures of complex
structures. Additionally, retention times
are dependent on the presence or absence
of peripheral monosaccharides.
Outcomes. HPAE-PAD with automated
eluent generation for the separation of

N-linked oligosaccharides released from
glycoproteins is comparable to using
manual eluent generation, and the system’s consistent performance supports
improved reproducibility. Furthermore,
where eluent concentration and gradient
conditions require frequent optimization
for different sample types, automated
eluent generation can significantly reduce
method development time.

Driving productivity
through method improvement

Fast, reliable glycoprotein analysis is
essential to meet immunity screening requirements in vaccine, gene, and
cell therapy production. HPAE-PAD is
the technique used most widely in the
biopharmaceutical industry to separate and quantify glycans present on
glycoproteins; however, the need for complex manual preparation of the high pH
eluents involved leads to inconsistencies
and hampers productivity. Incorrect eluent preparation is recognized as the main
source of HPAE-PAD problems. Now,
automated eluent generation is overcoming many of the issues and, together

with increasingly effective chromatography columns, is improving the efficiency,
reliability, and reproducibility of the
analyses. Removing manual processes
in glycan analysis workflows not only increases confidence in the critical results
being generated, but it contributes to the
increased productivity that laboratories
are under increasing pressure to achieve.
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ask the expert

Principles of
Equipment Qualification
Documentation is crucial to equipment qualification,
says Siegfried Schmitt, vice president, Technical at Parexel.

Q.

We are a newly established small company,
and we would like to understand the
principles of equipment qualification. Can you give
us some essential guidance?

A.

Equipment must be fit for use, and to prove this within
the realm of your quality system, you need to qualify
the equipment. Equipment may consist of mechanical parts or
it may be a system that is made up of mechanical parts and
automation (software).
It all starts with your user requirement specification. Unless
you describe what you want (need) and how you want to use
the system, it will be impossible to perform qualification.
Let us take the example of a mixer. At what speeds and
temperatures and for what length of time do you intend to
use the mixer? Do you require preset programs, alarms, power
supply of a specific voltage, polished stainless steel surfaces,
specific dimensions of the mixing paddle, etc.?
Once you know what you need, you can prepare the
qualification plans and protocols (these can be one document).
These documents describe what you want to test, who will
perform the testing, how the tests have to be performed and
how results have to be documented. The mixer may come with
50 pre-installed mixing programs. It is probably unnecessary to
test them all, and sometimes it is not possible to test 100%. In
these cases, you describe your rationale for selecting a limited
number of test cases. Do you need to test at all? In principle
yes, because with any delivery and installation, something can
go wrong, such as missing connections, incorrect software
version, wrong version of the user manual, etc.
If your test plans contain tests that have no related user
requirement (perhaps you verify the color of the mixer), you

can certainly document these items; but remember, you
cannot pass or fail the result. It just is what it is.

Once you know what
you need, you can prepare
the qualification plans
and protocols.
Crucial to qualification is documentation (i.e., documented
evidence). An example of insufficient evidence would be if the
test checks that the mixer can be run for 60 minutes without
overheating and all you document is:
Test: ‘Verify that the mixer does not overheat after 60
minutes of mixing at full load.’
Test result: ‘Test passed’.
You need to also document the type of load (e.g., sugar
syrup with a viscosity of xyz), the mixing speed (e.g., 10 rpm
setting on the mixer), how the time was measured (e.g.,
stopwatch), and how it was proven that the mixer did not
overheat (e.g., alarm 12 ‘overheating’ did not show and stop
the mixer). That will then be documented evidence that
satisfies the regulators.
This is of course just a ver y high level summar y of
qualification basics, but it should give you something to start
with. PT

Your opinion matters.
Have a common regulatory or compliance question?
Send it to shaigney@mjhlifesciences.com, and
it may appear in a future column.

Pharmaceutical Technology’s Drug Solutions podcast features discussions
with industry experts from across the pharmaceutical and biopharmaceutical supply chain about technologies, strategies, and regulations related
to the development and manufacture of drug products.
In “The Current State of Compliance and Validation of the Drug Solutions”
podcast, Grant Playter, assistant editor, talks with Rosalind Beasley, vice
president, Digital Innovation, Dot Compliance, on the current landscape
surrounding compliance and validation. Topics of discussion include
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frequently overlooked factors in the validation process, under-the-radar
innovations, the evolving role of the cloud in quality management systems,
and much more.

Listen to the podcast
Visit PharmTech.com/view/drug-solutions-podcast-the-current-state-ofcompliance-and-validation to listen to this episode.

LEIGH PRATHER - STOCK.ADOBE.COM

Drug Solutions Podcast: The Current State of Compliance and Validation
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